Experimental Investigations of the In-Die Quenching Efficiency and Die Surface Temperature of Hot Stamping Aluminium Alloys
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Abstract: The in-die quenching is a key stage in the hot stamping volume production chain which determines the post-formed strength of lightweight alloy components, tool life, and hot stamping productivity. In this paper, the performance of in-die quenching, reflected by the quenching efficiency (the time of work-piece held within stamping dies) and die surface temperature during the simulated hot stamping process of AA6082, was experimentally and analytically investigated. A range of in-die quenching experiments were performed for different initial work-piece and die temperatures, quenching pressures, work-piece thickness, and die clearances, under hot stamping conditions. In addition, a one-dimensional (1D) closed-form heat transfer model was used to calculate the die surface temperature evolution that is difficult to obtain during practical manufacture situations. The results have shown that the in-die quenching efficiency can be significantly increased by decreasing the initial work-piece and die temperatures. Die clearances are required to be designed precisely to obtain sufficiently high quenching rates and satisfying post-formed strength for hot-stamped panel components. This study systematically considered an extensive variety of influencing factors on the in-die quenching performance, which can provide practical guides for stamping tool designers and manufacture systems for hot-stamping volume production.
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1. Introduction

The increasing concern of air pollution and stringent legislation of greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation industry has driven the automotive and aircraft industries to use lightweight materials, such as aluminium, magnesium alloys, and composites [1,2]. Hot Form and Quench (HFQ®) is a novel and leading hot stamping technique to manufacture complex-shaped panel components of high-strength aluminium alloys [3]. During the HFQ® process, the raw aluminium alloy blank experiences solution heat treatment (SHT) to dissolve the original precipitates and dissolvable inclusions to obtain a ductile microstructure. Then, the heat treated blank is transferred to the tools and hot stamped into designed geometries. Similar to hot stamped boron steels, the hot stamped aluminium alloy components, especially for heat-treatable aluminium alloys, are required to be cold die-quenched to lower temperatures, normally less than the artificial ageing temperature. The objective of this stage is to obtain a supersaturated solid solution state, that can be artificially aged to higher post-formed strength [4], and guarantee good dimensional accuracy. Therefore, the in-die quenching is an essential and critical stage of hot-stamping volume production. The performance of the in-die
quenching stage determines the post-formed strength of formed components [5], stamping tool life [6], and productivity [7], which needs to be thoroughly investigated and precisely controlled.

Heat-treatable aluminium alloys are strengthened through precipitation hardening. Hence, the post-formed strength of hot stamped aluminium alloys components is normally achieved by artificial ageing, which requires the alloy pre-quenched at a sufficiently high cooling-rate after solution heat treatment. In hot stamping aluminium alloys, such a cooling rate is obtained by in-die quenching similar to hot stamping boron steel. Until now, extensive studies have been performed on the cold-die quenching of press-hardened boron steel [8]. Intrinsically, the quenching rate is, in part, determined by the interfacial heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) between the stamping dies and formed alloys. The IHTC varies with various factors, such as the contact material pair [9], die temperature [10], contact pressure [11], surface roughness [12], lubrication [13], oxidation [14], and clearance [15], which results in the varied in-die quenching time. However, the research of in-die quenching of hot stamping aluminium alloys is still limited. Ying et al. [16] thoroughly investigated the heat transfer mechanism of HFQ® forming AA7075. The IHTC increases with increasing contact pressure within a certain range, 30–80 MPa. In addition, surface roughness and lubrication also affect the IHTC significantly. A surface roughness between 0.5 and 1 \( \mu \text{m} \), and a lubricant with larger heat conductivity enhances the interfacial heat transfer. Similar findings were also obtained by Xiao et al. [17] for hot stamping AA7075. Liu et al. [18] developed a novel testing facility to measure the temperature evolutions of blank and die materials using the Gleeble 3800 thermal-mechanical simulator. The IHTCs with different tool materials and lubrication at different contact pressures were obtained using an inverse finite element (FE) methodology. The studies described previously concentrated on the determination of the IHTC values as functions of contact pressures, contact material pair and lubrication, which is believed to be useful for FE simulations.

During the volume production of hot stamping aluminium alloys, the stamping dies are subjected to severe interface conditions, such as high temperature and relatively high stress. After certain cycles of hot stamping operations, the increasing die-surface temperatures results in cooling water being required to cool the material [8]. The increased die surface temperature may induce drawbacks, including extended in-die quenching time, insufficient quenching rate, and shortened tool life due to thermal fatigue. Subsequently, the manufacturing productivity is reduced, and the strengths of hot-stamped components deteriorate. However, systematic investigations on the die temperature evolution and resulted in-die quenching efficiency under different process parameters of hot stamping aluminium alloys are still lacking.

The die surface temperature is difficult to measure precisely during hot stamping using conventional experimental methods since the die surface is always in contact with the hot work-piece. Additionally, the in-die quenching efficiency and effective quenching rate vary with several process variables, such as different initial alloy temperatures, work-piece thickness, die clearance, and contact pressure. In this study, a series of in-die quenching experiments with a variety of process parameters mentioned above were performed to evaluate the in-die quenching efficiency. In addition, a one-dimensional (1D) closed-form heat transfer model was utilised to calculate the die surface temperature evolution [19] using the experimentally-determined temperature evolutions. This is the first study that systematically investigates the in-die quenching performance from the viewpoint of hot stamping volume production. The experimental results are used to guide tooling designs and manufacturing systems of hot stamping aluminium alloys.

2. Experimentation

2.1. Material and Specimen Design

The raw material used was AA6082 in T6 condition supplied by Southwest Aluminum (Group) Co., Ltd., Chongqing, China. AA6082 is a high-strength aluminium alloy with good corrosion properties and
preferably used as a material in automobile body structures. Two different thickness, 2 mm and 3 mm, were selected. The chemical composition of AA6082 is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>wt %</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Remainder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows the dimensions of the circular specimen used for the in-die quenching test. Circular specimens with diameters of 100 and 150 mm were used. Four holes with a diameter of 1 mm, distributed orthogonally, were machined using electric discharging machining (EDM) through the middle of the thickness to different depths from the edge to the centre of the specimen. Thermo-couples were attached to the bottom surface of the drilled holes to allow for the precise measurements of the specimen temperature and to avoid edge effects.

2.2. Experimental Setup

Figure 7a shows the dimensions and positions of the in-die quenching tools used to simulate the in-die quenching stage in the practical hot stamping process of aluminium alloys. In this set-up, cylindrical dies with a diameter of 112 mm were used. The tool was made of G3500 cast iron. Three thermocouples were welded inside the lower die at 1.5, 3, and 4 mm from the die surface. Figure 7b shows the complete set-up of the in-die quenching test. The die quenching rig was mounted on a 250 kN hydraulic press purchased from E.S.H. Testing Limited (Birmingham, UK). The base of this rig was supported by a gas-cushion system to provide different counter forces to simulate the in-die quenching process. The temperature evolutions of both dies and test-piece were recorded using a TC-08 Pico data logger (Pico Technology, Cambridgeshire, UK). The dies were heated to different temperatures using the heating bands attached on the periphery of the upper and lower dies in this
study to simulate the temperature rise of stamping dies during the volume production of hot stamping. A Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control system was used to control the die temperature. The upper and bottom dies were assumed to be at the same temperature due to the symmetrical geometry of the setup. Additionally, due to the clearance between the forming dies and the localised thinned areas on the formed part, there might exist some gaps between the dies and formed part, and full contact cannot be guaranteed. To simulate the clearance effect on quenching, single- and double-sided clearances were implemented into the in-die quenching rig used in previously-published research [17], as shown in Figure 7c. The clearances, either single-sided or double-sided, were obtained by inserting clearance blocks (stainless steel foils) between the upper and lower dies. The different magnitudes of clearance were achieved by altering the number of foils.

![Figure 2](image-url)
Figure 2. Experimental set-up of in-die quenching: (a) test rig dimensions (all dimensions are in mm); (b) in-die quenching test rig; and (c) schematic of die clearance designs.

2.3. Test Programme

Figure 3a illustrates the temperature profiles used to assess the in-die quenching under the HFQ® technology forming conditions (solid line). In order to achieve different temperatures before in-die quenching, a fast intermediate-cooling stage is preferably used, enabling the preservation of the obtained optimal microstructure during solution heat treatment (SHT) as disclosed in the patent WO2015136299. Due to difficulties in controlling the temperature during the experiments, a modified simple temperature profile, as indicated by the dashed line, was used in this study to replace the conventional HFQ® technology process in Figure 3b. The effects of material properties on the thermal response are assumed to be negligible. In this process, the as-received work-piece was heated to different temperatures, and soaked for 1 min to achieve a uniform temperature distribution. Then, the work-piece was transferred to the pins located on the lower die and air cooled to target temperatures. Subsequently, the ram of the press was activated to press the upper die at a speed of 300 mm/s to close the 15 mm gap between the upper and lower dies. The in-die quenching force was exerted by the counterforce of gas cushion system below the whole rig. The in-die quenching stage was completed, and the upper and lower dies were separated once the work-piece was quenched to designed temperatures that are lower than the artificial ageing temperature of AA6082 (190 °C).

To quantify the in-die quenching efficiency, a term, $t_{\text{quench}}$, equaling to the time of quenching the work-piece from an initial temperature $T_{\text{initial}}$ to a target quenched temperature $T_{\text{quench}}$, is used. These values need to be determined experimentally. Before each test, gas springs were charged to different pressures to provide different in-die quenching forces. The charged pressures were able to achieve different contact pressures as summarised in Table 2. In addition, the quenching dies were heated to different temperatures. During quenching, the temperatures of both the work-piece and the dies were continually recorded. Table 2 summarises the conditions of the in-die quenching tests.
Figure 3. Temperature profile of work-piece during in-die quenching process: (a) HFQ® technology for lower temperatures (solid line) and alternative process (dash line); and (b) conventional forming using HFQ® technology.

Table 2. Test matrix of in-die quenching efficiency test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work-Piece Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Work-Piece Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Die Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Contact Pressure (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250, 350, 450, 525</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>25, 50, 75, 100</td>
<td>0.03, 1, 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3b shows the temperature profile of the conventional HFQ® process, which was used to investigate effects of die clearances on the in-die quenching performance. Initially, the work-piece was heated to 525 °C, and soaked for 2 min. Then, it was transferred to the quenching dies and in-die quenched with different clearances. The work-piece thickness was 2 mm. The values of clearance used were 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 mm for both single-sided and double-sided clearances. Before each test, a different number of steel foils were inserted. The accuracy of the clearance was controlled to within 0.02 mm.

3. Die Surface Temperature Calculation

Since the work-piece material flows at the interface between die surfaces, the die surface temperature evolution during hot stamping is crucial, which may affect the friction of tooling and lubrication, such as surface coating. In this study, a one-dimensional (1D) closed-form method was used to calculate the die surface temperatures under different process variables. The temperature evolution of an object can be calculated by the energy conservation equation, given by Equation (1). Due to the absence of mass transfer, thermal radiation and additional heat generated by plastic straining, these effects were neglected during the in-die quenching stage:

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{k}{\rho c_p} \nabla^2 T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $T$ is the temperature, $t$ is time, $\rho$ is the density, $k$ is the thermal conductivity, and $c_p$ is the thermal capacity. The heat transfer between the cold dies and the hot work-piece is simplified to a one-dimensional heat transfer condition, with heat flow along the thickness of the work-piece. The heat transfer in the radial direction was ignored because the central position of thermocouples results in the convection by the surrounding air being negligible. Based on this assumption, the differential equation in Equation (1) can be rewritten as below:

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \alpha \frac{\partial T^2}{\partial x^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where $x$ represents the position and:

$$
\alpha = \frac{k}{\rho \cdot c_p}
$$

To solve the partial differential equation, Equation (2), a finite difference method, the backward time-centred space difference scheme, described by Equation (4), was used:

$$
\frac{T_i^t - T_{i-\Delta t}^t}{\Delta t} = a \frac{T_i^{t-\Delta t} - 2T_i^t + T_{i+\Delta t}^t}{\Delta x^2} + O(\Delta t) + O(\Delta x^2)
$$

where $\Delta t$ is the time increment, $\Delta x$ is the distance increment within work-piece or die. $O$ is the truncation error. After neglecting the higher-order truncation errors, Equation (4) can be recast as follows:

$$
-a \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x^2} T_i^t + \left(1 + 2a \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x^2}\right) T_i^t - a \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x^2} T_{i+\Delta x}^t = T_i^{t-\Delta t}
$$

Then, a matrix of the temperature evolution is established from Equation (5):

$$
MT^t = \begin{bmatrix}
    b_1 & c_1 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
    a_2 & b_2 & c_2 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
    0 & a_3 & b_3 & c_3 & \ldots & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
    * & * & * & * & \ldots & * & * & * & * & * & * & * & 1 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & a_{N-2} & b_{N-2} & c_{N-2} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & a_{N-1} & b_{N-1} & c_{N-1} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 & a_N & b_N & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    T_1^t \\
    T_2^t \\
    T_3^t \\
    \vdots \\
    T_{N-2}^t \\
    T_{N-1}^t \\
    T_N^t
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    T_1^{t-\Delta t} \\
    T_2^{t-\Delta t} \\
    T_3^{t-\Delta t} \\
    \vdots \\
    T_{N-2}^{t-\Delta t} \\
    T_{N-1}^{t-\Delta t} \\
    T_N^{t-\Delta t}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

where the subscripts denote the node number, as shown in Figure 4. When $x = 0$, $i = 0$. The coefficients $a$, $b$, and $c$ are defined as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
    a &= -\frac{\alpha \Delta t}{\Delta x^2} \\
    b &= 1 + \frac{2\alpha \Delta t}{\Delta x^2} \\
    c &= 1 + \frac{2\alpha \Delta t}{\Delta x^2}
\end{align*}
$$

The temperature at each time step and location within the die can be calculated when the initial condition, $T^0$ (initial die temperature), $T_1^t$ and $T_N^t$ are known. The initial die temperature was assumed to be uniform, i.e., 25 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C, and 100 °C. $T_{Surf-N}^t$ is the temperature of the die recorded from the 4 mm thermocouple. The die surface temperature, $T_{DieSurf}^t$, which is the other boundary condition, was determined by first setting an initial guess of this value and then calculated by using the least-squares method to minimise the difference between calculated and measured temperatures at the other locations. The error function is given as:

$$
error_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} ((T_{Die,c}(i) - T_{Die,c}(i))^2)
$$

where $T_{Die,c}(i)$ represents the experimentally-measured temperature of die location and $T_{Die,c}(i)$ represents the calculated temperature using the surface temperature that is set during the optimisation process. An optimisation algorithm was used to determine the die surface temperature so that the minimum error is obtained.

This procedure is then repeated for every time step. Lastly, the heat flux, $\dot{q}$, across the surface of the work-piece and die was calculated using the gradients at these surfaces, which is given by the following equation based on the finite difference scheme. This approach is similar to the one performed in [19]:

$$
\dot{q} = k \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} = \frac{T_{Surf} - T_{(Surf-1)}}{x_{Surf} - x_{(Surf-1)}}
$$
where the subscript \textit{surf} denotes the point at the surface.

The effective heat transfer coefficient, $h$, is then calculated using the average heat flux of the surface of the die, $\dot{q}_{\text{Die}}$, and work-piece, $\dot{q}_{\text{WP}}$:

$$h = \frac{T_{\text{Surf Die}} - T_{\text{Surf WP}}}{0.5(\dot{q}_{\text{WP}} + \dot{q}_{\text{Die}})} \ldots (10)$$

The work-piece temperature is calculated straightforwardly using Equation (6), and setting the boundary conditions to the appropriate values. The temperature at the surface of the work-piece was set to be that of the temperature measured by the thermocouples. The work-piece is assumed to be symmetrical, so the thermal gradient at the other end, which is the line of symmetry, is set to be zero.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Simplified 1D heat transfer finite difference method for the work-piece and die with different initial temperatures.}
\end{figure}

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Validation of 1D Closed Form Calculation Method

The 1D closed form calculations were verified by both the experimental results and finite element simulations. Figure 5 shows the comparison between experimental results of the in-die quenching test and the calculated results for the work-piece and die temperatures. The initial temperatures of work-piece and die were 525 °C and 25 °C, respectively. The interface contact pressure was 10 MPa. For the die, temperatures at three locations, which are 1.5 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm from the die surface, were measured (solid symbols) and compared with the computational results (solid lines). As shown in Figure 5, in general, the computed results using the 1D closed-form model exhibit a good agreement with the experimentally-measured results. The characteristics of temperature evolutions of both the work-piece and die can be predicted. Initially, the temperature of the work-piece dropped drastically in the first 1.5 s, and the significant heat transferred from the work-piece to the die resulted in a temperature increase on the areas approaching die surface. Then, the work-piece temperature decreased gradually due to the small temperature gradient between the work-piece and die surface. Less heat was transferred to the die, subsequently, and the heat was further transferred from the die surface to the inner portions of the die, which enables the temperature near the die surface (1.5 mm) to decrease, and the temperature away from the die surface (4 mm) to increase gradually. In addition, the interface heat transfer coefficient was calculated and implemented into the finite element (FE) simulation model, Deform 2D, to predict the temperature history of work-piece and die surface temperature evolution, as performed in a previous study [17]. Good agreement is also observed for the work-piece between experimental and computed results, as shown in Figure 5, which validates the calculation of the 1D closed-form model.
4.2. In-Die Quenching Efficiency

During the continuous volume production of hot stamping aluminium alloy components, the in-die quenching time (time of formed component held by stamping dies) is an important parameter that needs to be designed. This parameter determines the manufacturing efficiency and productivity. For the HFQ® forming of aluminium alloy parts, after hot stamping, the stamping dies are separated when the part temperature is quenched to a temperature that is lower than the artificial ageing temperature. Figure 6 shows the required time of cooling work-piece, $t_{\text{quench}}$, to different temperatures, $T_{\text{quench}}$, with different initial work-piece and die temperatures. As seen in Figure 6a, the in-die quenching time increases significantly with decreasing $T_{\text{quench}}$, which is the work-piece temperature after in-die quenching. Furthermore, the time decreases with decreasing initial work-piece temperature. However, the reduction of this time is not obvious, unless $T_{\text{quench}}$ is sufficiently low, such as 40°C. Figure 6b shows variations of in-die quenching time of quenching the work-piece to different temperatures at different initial die temperatures, which the simulation of the effects of increased die temperature after a certain number of hot stamping cycles during mass production. To cool the work-piece to 80°C, the in-die quenching time of the 75°C die was severely increased to above 25 s compared to the 5 s of the die at 25°C (room temperature). Therefore, the die temperature should be below 75°C for the hot stamping of aluminium alloys.
Figure 6. Effects of initial blank and die temperatures on the in-die quenching time of cooling work-piece to different temperatures at an in-die quenching pressure 0.03 MPa. The work-piece thickness was 2 mm. (a) Different initial work-piece temperatures; and (b) different initial die temperature.

4.3. Evolutions of Die Surface Temperature

Figure 7 shows the calculated die temperature evolutions under different influencing factors. Figure 7a shows variations of die surface temperature with different initial work-piece temperatures. The initial die temperature was 25 °C, and the contact pressure was 0.03 MPa. With the decreasing initial work-piece temperature of in-die quenching, the die surface temperature decreases significantly, which indicates that forming at relatively lower temperatures, unlike forming using the conventional HFQ® technology, can cause the severe high-temperature condition of the die surface and contribute to reducing thermal fatigue and potentially extending the tool life. Additionally, a relatively lower interface temperature also results in lower friction, which is believed to be beneficial for flanged material flow. Figure 7b shows the contact pressure effect on the die surface temperature evolutions. At a high contact pressure of 10 MPa, the maximum die surface temperature increased greatly. For instance, for the conventional HFQ® process with a die temperature at room temperature. The maximum die surface temperature increased to 150 °C compared to the 85 °C of 0.03 MPa. Therefore, the blank-holding pressure is normally controlled not to be too high, to avoid the increase
of the interface temperature and friction coefficient correspondingly. In addition, the profile of the die surface temperature evolution also varies with contact pressure. For high temperatures, the heat within the work-piece is transferred quickly to the die due to the high contact pressure, because of the greater deformation of surface asperities. This situation results in the die surface temperature increasing significantly at the early stage of in-die quenching. Then, the work-piece and die surface temperatures approached a steady state, and the heat transferred from the die surface to the inside regions of the die are now more than the input heat from the work-piece, resulting in a decrease of the die surface. In comparison, at a low contact pressure of 0.03 MPa, the temperature of the die surface increased gradually due to the slower heat input from the work-piece. Correspondingly, the quenching rate of the work-piece was lower. Therefore, using a die material with high thermal conductivity is beneficial to the in-die quenching efficiency, combined with using a contact pressure, the heat at the die surface is able to be immediately transferred into the die, resulting in high quenching rates and less die surface temperature effects. Figure 7c shows the die surface temperature evolutions of different initial temperatures. The contact pressure used was 8 MPa, which is similar to Figure 7b. The evolution trends are similar for different temperatures, which can be regarded as an offset with the magnitude of the initial die temperature.

![Figure 7. Cont.](image-url)
Figure 7. Calculated die surface temperatures at different process conditions during in-die quenching. The work-piece thickness was 3 mm. (a) Different initial work-piece temperature; (b) different contact pressure; and (c) different initial die temperatures.

4.4. Effects of Contact Pressure

The interfacial heat transfer coefficient is dependent on the interface contact pressure, which determines the in-die quenching efficiency significantly. Figure 8 shows effects of contact pressure on the in-die quenching time when $T_{\text{quench}}$ equals to 100 °C with different initial work-piece temperatures. For a given initial work-piece temperature, by increasing the contact pressure to 4 Mpa, the required $t_{\text{quench}}$ is significantly reduced. However, the time cannot be further reduced by increasing the contact pressure. In addition, $t_{\text{quench}}$ also increases with increasing initial work-piece temperature at a given contact pressure. For a contact pressure of 4 MPa, the $t_{\text{quench}}$ with an initial work-piece temperature of 525 °C increases to 4.7 s, which is an approximately 56.7% increase compared to
the 3 s using an initial work-piece temperature of 350 °C. This observation suggests that reducing the initial forming temperature of the HFQ® process contributes to an improved in-die quenching efficiency. The effects on the maximum die surface temperatures are shown in Figure 7b. For an initial work-piece temperature of 525 °C, the maximum die surface of 10 MPa was higher than that of 0.03 MPa. The reason for this observation is that the interfacial heat transfer increases with contact pressure, resulting in more heat being transferred to the die material (regions approaching the surface) and had no time to be further transferred within the die material during the early stage of quenching. Therefore, the die surface temperature increased quickly and significantly. A greater maximum die surface temperature was obtained using a higher contact pressure.

Figure 8. Effects of in-die quenching pressure on the in-die quenching efficiency. The initial die temperature was 25 °C. The work-piece thickness was 2 mm.

4.5. Effects of Die Temperature

After several hot stamping cycles, the die surface temperature will rise due to heat being transferred from the hot work-piece to the stamping dies. The increase of die surface temperature might cause the in-die quenching rate to vary and increases $t_{\text{quench}}$ significantly. Figure 9 shows the effects of the increase in die temperature on the maximum die surface temperature and subsequent in-die quenching efficiency. As shown in Figure 9a, with the increasing die temperature, the calculated maximum die surface temperature increases severely. For an initial work-piece temperature of 450 °C, the maximum die surface temperature increases from 56.8 °C to 113.8 °C, when the temperature of die increases from room temperature to 100 °C. Such a temperature increase of the die surface results in a decrease in the interface temperature gradient, which reduces the quenching rate (Equation (1)), and the work-piece may not be able to be further cooled when the temperatures of die surface and work-piece become similar. As verified in Figure 9b, for example, the time to cool the work-piece to 80 °C increases to 25.8 s for the die at 75 °C and an initial work-piece temperature of 350 °C, which is believed to be unacceptable for continuous volume production of hot stamping aluminium alloys. In addition, it is interesting to find that the effects of initial work-piece temperature are not obvious when the die temperature is controlled below 50 °C. The reason for this observation is believed to be that, once $T_{\text{quench}}$ equals 80 °C, the temperature gradient can still guarantee a sufficiently high cooling rate before quenching the work-piece to 80 °C. Therefore, for a practical hot stamping production line, the maximum acceptable die temperature (before water cooling dies) is dependent on the design of $T_{\text{quench}}$, according to the age hardening performance of the specific alloy.
4.6. Effect of Work-Piece Thickness

Figure 10 shows the effect of work-piece thickness on the in-die quenching performance. Figure 10a shows the in-die quenching efficiency, and Figure 10b shows the calculated maximum die surface temperature. As seen in Figure 10a, the thickness plays an important role in determining the in-die quenching time. For an initial work-piece temperature of 450 °C and contact pressure of 0.03 MPa, \( t_{\text{quench}} \) increases from 5 s for a thickness of 2 mm to 8.1 s for a thickness of 3 mm, which is a 62% increase of time. This indicates that a greater contact pressure is required to guarantee the efficiency of in-die quenching for thicker work-pieces. By increasing the contact pressure to 10 MPa for the 3 mm work-piece with an initial temperature of 525 °C (conventional HFQ® Technology), \( t_{\text{quench}} \) decreased from 10.5 s to 4.4 s, which is an approximately 58.1% savings in time. In addition, under a certain contact pressure, \( t_{\text{quench}} \) can be reduced by decreasing the work-piece temperature, as discussed above. For a 3 mm thick work-piece, the required \( t_{\text{quench}} \) is 4 s for an initial work-piece temperature of 350 °C, while it is 3.1 s for a 2 mm thick work-piece. In general, the thicker the work-piece, the more heat is stored within the work-piece, and the die surface temperature becomes higher because of the corresponding heat transfer, as shown in Figure 10b. For an initial die temperature of 50 °C and
work-piece temperature of 525 °C, the maximum die surface temperature increased from 128.8 °C to 165.9 °C with increasing work-piece thickness from 2 mm to 3 mm at a contact pressure of 10 MPa. For a work-piece with an initial temperature of 350 °C, the maximum die surface temperature of the 3 mm work-piece at 0.03 MPa contact pressure, is similar to that of the 2 mm work-piece at 10 MPa contact pressure. On the other hand, the temperature of the 3 mm work-piece at 0.03 MPa contact pressure is higher than that of the 2 mm work-piece at 10 MPa contact pressure. This indicates that the effect of work-piece thickness should be considered in addition to the initial work-piece temperature, which is only obvious for high initial work-piece temperatures. Otherwise, the contact pressure plays a dominant role.

Figure 10. Effects of work-piece thickness on the in-die quenching performance, where the solid lines represent the 2 mm work-piece and the dash lines represent the 3 mm work-piece: (a) Time of cooling work-piece to 100 °C and (b) calculated maximum die surface temperature.

4.7. Effect of Die Clearance

The clearance is an important feature for hot stamping aluminium alloys due to several factors. Firstly, thinning is normally observed on a complex-shaped formed component, which results in gaps between the sheet and tools, and the contact is between the component and die is incomplete.
Secondly, there is always a clearance between the punch and the die, approximately 0.1 mm of sheet thickness, which may induce one-sided or double-sided clearances. At locations where such a clearance is present, the heat transfer between the hot work-piece to the cold dies changes to that between the hot work-piece and the air. The work-piece at these local areas is preferably cooled by the thermal conduction within work-piece, and the quenching rate might not be guaranteed, resulting in potentially lower post-formed strength, especially for high quench-sensitive aluminium alloys, such as high-strength AA7075 and AA7050, that are popular candidates for automotive use. Figure 11a shows the effects of clearance on the in-die quenching of the work-piece. The clearance used was 0.2 mm, and the initial die and work-piece temperatures are 25 °C and 450 °C, respectively. As observed in this figure, the clearance reduced the quenching rate severely. Quenching with a single-sided clearance is quicker than a double-sided clearance, as there is still a slight heat convection between the work-piece and the cold die on one side. Although quenching with double-sided clearance is similar to the scenario of air cooling, the quenching rate is still higher than that of air cooling, which is believed to be caused by the heated hot air around the work-piece being transferred to cold dies. Figure 11b shows the summarised variations $t_{\text{quench}}$ of quenching the work-piece to 80 °C with different clearance values. The clearance, either single-sided or double-sided, severely increased $t_{\text{quench}}$. Apart from the initial design of the tool setup, improving the uniformity of deformation to obtain a more uniform thickness within the formed component is also critical to reducing the clearance effects.

**Figure 11.** Effects of die clearance on (a) cooling of work-piece and (b) in-die quenching efficiency.
5. Conclusions

The presented study comprehensively investigated the key influencing factors of the in-die quenching stage of hot stamping aluminium alloys experimentally and theoretically. The performed in-die quenching tests and 1D closed-form heat transfer calculations enable the effects of initial work-piece and die temperatures, contact pressure, work-piece thickness, and clearances on the in-die quenching performance to be understood thoroughly. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The in-die quenching efficiency is significantly increased with decreasing initial work-piece and die temperatures and work-piece thickness;

(2) Contact pressure is the dominant parameter that determines the time of quenching and die surface temperature evolutions;

(3) The clearance of tools severely deteriorate in-die quenching performance, so precise tool design and improving the uniformity of deformation are potential solutions to address the clearance effect. In addition, the experimentally-measured and analytically-calculated data aids tooling design and thermal surface engineering treatments by providing reasonable evaluations.
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